Abstract-Based on the research of Power-cycle Nested Graph 
I. INTRODUCTION

A. History
In 1966 B.M.Stewart first introduced the theory of graph, by means of labeling function of vertex and edge. Since then, numerous domestic and international researchers have been working on the research of this aspect and winning a series of research results. In 1995, M.C.Kong and other scholars researched the concepts of the edge-balanced graph and the strong edge-balanced graph and put forward two conjectures. In 2002, B.L.C hen etc expanded edge-balance multiple graph concept in reference [2] , proved that the conjecture in reference [1] is true and obtained a graph is edge-balanced is not NP-difficult problem. In 2006-2008, Alexander, Harris, etc made a research of vertex-balanced index sets and friendly index sets in reference [3] [4] [5] . In 2008, SubRyung used the structure method to study the new family of edge-balanced graph in reference [6] . In 2010, D Chopra researched the edge-balanced index sets of wheel graph in reference [7] . In 2011, Sin-Min Lee, C.C.Chou, M.Galiardi, M.K ong etc discussed the edgebalanced index sets of L-product of cycles with stars in reference [8] . Since 2011, Zheng Yuge and her students have researched the edge-balanced index sets of a class of chain graph in reference [9] and edge-balance index sets of the complete graphs reference [12] . Basing on this research, they also completely research the edgebalanced index sets of the equal-cycle nested graph in reference [13] .
In graph of power-cycle nested graph 6 6 m m C P × , the difficulty of the problem multiplied when n is bigger. In this article, by the use of the process clawed nestedcycle sub-graph and single point sector sub-graph, the edge-balanced index sets of the power-cycle nested graph to present the number of (0), (1) E E .
According to the edge labeling f , we can define C P × Figure 1 For clarity, the edge labeled ( ) In short, we introduce the concept of divisibility for power-cycle nested graph, it is obvious that In short, we only mark the 0-edges of the graph, the left edges are 1-edges.
The edges on the second circle and the third circle are all 0-edges except the edges 3 4 9 10 2 2 2 2 、 .
The edges linked to the vertices on the second circle
The edges linked to the vertices on the third circle 
On the Edge-balanced Index Set of a class of Power-cycle Nested Network Graph C P × , it is apparent that the vertices are all saturated 0-point and saturated 1-point. The degree of 0-point is 9, therefore, in order to change the label of one 0-point, we need to interchange 5 0-edges. And it must increase the number of 0-point and decrease the number of 1-point meanwhile. Then ( )
2 6 max 1242
Lemma 2: For the single point sector sub-graphU , the maximum value of edge-balanced index is ( ) ( )
Proof. In order to conveniently research, in single point sector sub-graphU , there are 5 arcs, denoted as the first arc, the second arc, the third arc, the forth arc and the fifth arc from inside to outside in turn.
The starting point is denoted by u , the ray path meets the i-th arc at 
Now, we labeling sector graph U , the construction method of the 0-edges is given, the rest are all labeled 0-edges.
The edges on the ( ) 
Step 4： 
